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Abstract 
 
It is becoming clear that the female brain has an inherent plasticity that is expressed during 
reproduction.  The changes that occur benefit the offspring, which in turn secures the survival 
of the mother’s genetic legacy. Thus, the onset of maternal motivation involves basic 
mechanisms from genetic expression profiles, to hormone release, to hormone-neuron 
interactions, all of which fundamentally change the neural architecture – and for a period of 
time that extends, interestingly, beyond the reproductive life of the female. Although multiple 
brain areas involved in maternal responses are discussed, this review focuses primarily on 
plasticity in the maternal hippocampus during pregnancy, the postpartum period and well into 
aging as it pertains to changes in cognition. In addition, the effects of prolonged and repeated 
stress on these dynamic responses are considered. The maternal brain is a marvel of directed 
change, extending into behaviors both obvious (infant-directed) and less obvious (predation, 
cognition).  In sum, the far-reaching effects of reproduction on the female nervous system 
provide an opportunity to investigate neuroplasticity and behavioral flexibility in a natural 
mammalian model.    
 
 
Key words: hippocampus, pregnancy, lactation, postpartum, spatial memory, depression, 
steroid hormones, parental brain  
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I. Introduction 
Pregnancy and motherhood are accompanied by remarkable neurobiological changes.  
In a healthy mother, fluctuating changes in maternal steroid and peptide hormones during the 
peripartum period play a significant role in the onset of maternal behaviors, which are 
necessary for offspring survival (Bartels and Zeki, 2004; Bridges, 2014; Sheeman and 
Numan, 2002).  Upon the arrival of the offspring, trial-and-error learning as a strategy to fine-
tune maternal behavior is too-little, too-late. Although glimpses of maternal responsiveness 
such as tail carrying, nest building, and altered food preferences may be observed during 
pregnancy in the rat (Fleming, 2007; Lott and Rosenblatt, 1969; Rosenblatt, 1969, 1980), 
maternal behavior makes a rather abrupt appearance following parturition. In an almost 
seamless transition to the postpartum phase, maternal mammals engage in specific responses 
that are essential for the offspring’s survival.   
The transformation of an often offspring-aversive virgin animal to an offspring-seeking 
mother represents one of the most dramatic examples of behavioral flexibility in all of animal 
behavior.  Rosenblatt and Mayer (1995) proposed an approach-avoidance model to explain 
this transition, suggesting that the motivation to avoid offspring, particularly in rats, is 
replaced by a competing motivation to approach offspring, post-parturition(Rosenblatt and 
Mayer, 1995). Interestingly, maternal responsiveness is not exclusive to postpartum rats 
considering that, even in virgin rats; a period of cohabitation with offspring will stimulate 
maternal responsiveness after about a week of exposure.  Such pup-sensitized females engage 
in nest building, pup-grooming and crouching over the offspring, even in the absence of 
lactation (Rosenblatt, 1967).  Pup exposure may reduce timidity in the virgins, enabling them 
to overcome social fears to interact with offspring (Fleming and Luebke, 1981). Maternal rats 
trained to bar-press to receive offspring, as well as a place preference for offspring-associated 
over cocaine-associated chambers, provide unequivocal evidence of the rewarding nature of 
offspring in postpartum females (Lee et al., 1999a; Mattson et al., 2003).  An example of this 
extreme offspring-directed motivation is depicted in Fig. 1, in which a semi-free ranging 
adult female capuchin monkey was photographed carrying a young raccoon kit. With no 
males in the facility, the female capuchins were neither pregnant nor lactating, yet they still 
demonstrated motivation to gain access to offspring, even contra-specific offspring. This 
misdirected investment of energy in caring for offspring of another species (or conspecific 
competitors’) serves as a vivid reminder of predisposed maternal neural circuitry underlying 
maternal motivation.  This ‘maternal circuit’ involves such areas of the brain as the medial 
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preoptic area, amygdala, prefrontal cortex, and nucleus accumbans (Lee et al., 1999b; 
Numan, 1988) (Figure 2).  
II. A Tour of the Maternal Brain 
In the case of the manifest changes that accompany the transition from nulliparity to 
pregnancy through maternity, a maternal brain is both the goal of the endocrine tsunami that 
accompanies pregnancy, and the culmination of millennia of natural selective processes.  
That the maternal brain is shaped by what may be termed enriching experiences, and that the 
responsivity to young remains with the parous female long after her actual production and 
care of young, suggests that an additional consequence of reproduction may be hitherto subtle 
cognitive improvements that accrue to the mother.   
Previous work has described the maternal milieu as enriching (Kinsley et al., 2012a; 
Kinsley and Lambert, 2006; Kinsley et al., 1999; Kinsley et al., 2012b; Kinsley et al., 2006).  
For example, the factors that characterize the processes of pregnancy, production of young, 
and, critically, the flow of sensory information from the young back to the mother are rich, 
prolonged and significant (Fleming et al., 2002; Fleming et al., 1999). The cues from the 
offspring were believed to be more of a signaling device, a way to inform the mother that it 
was time to feed, or warm or retrieve the offspring.  The cues certainly do this, but, as 
Kinsley et al (2012) have argued, that is but the beginning.  Rosenblatt pioneered the notion, 
with his classic 1967 paper, of pup stimuli alone – in the absence of pregnancy hormones – 
that cues from offspring could render a female rat maternally responsive merely with 
repeated exposure to the pup cues.  Such sensitization or concaveation phenomena were 
sufficient to elicit maternal care from adult females (Cohen and Bridges, 1981).  Such an 
effect likely involves mechanisms such as those reported by Engert and Bonhoeffer (1999), 
which involves the transduction of significant amounts of sensation into synaptic/neuronal 
remodeling via neuronal activation (Engert and Bonhoeffer, 1999).  Therefore the amount of 
sensory information provided by the offspring – the sights, smells, sounds, tastes, 
somatosensory and suckling stimuli – must be significant and targeted.  On the one hand, it 
helps to inform the mother as to the state of the offspring, requiring the proper response to the 
stimulus (a specific cry is met with a specific behavior; a particular odor with the proper 
amount of licking).  On the other, the mother’s brain is responding to these complex sensory 
stimuli by becoming structurally and functionally more complex.   
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The medial preoptic area (mPOA) has been shown to regulate maternal motivation in a 
number of mammalian species (Levy, 2008; Numan et al., 2006; Perrin et al., 2007).  For 
example, bar-pressing for offspring is diminished in rats with lesions in the mPOA, whereas 
stimulation here promotes pup-preferences in maternal females (Lee et al., 1999a; Morgan et 
al., 1999). Additionally, c-Fos immunoreactive cells are increased in both the mPOA and 
ventral bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (vBNST), when exposed to a chamber associated 
with pup cues (Pereira et al., 2008).  Both sites are targeted by pregnancy hormones (Numan 
and Stolzenberg, 2008).  Thus, research supports the critical role of mPOA/vBST neurons in 
the production of maternal behavior (Numan, 2007; Numan and Stolzenberg, 2008).  The 
activated neurons in this area (as determined by Fos expression) project to the ventral 
tegmentum (VTA) and nucleus accumbens (NAc/NAs) (Numan and Numan, 1997; Stack et 
al., 2002).  During the active phase of maternal behavior in rats, which involves responses 
such as pup retrieval, there is evidence of dorsal striatum activation as well (Henschen et al., 
2013).  In turn, the amygdala plays a role in the diminishing pup-avoidance response 
following parturition. Rats with corticomedial nuclear amygdala (CMA) lesions displayed 
more rapid maternal behavior compared to females with basolateral (BLA) lesions. The data 
suggest that decreased amygdala activation, which normally mediates fearfulness and 
avoidance behavior, may play a role in the reduced neophobic responses to offspring 
observed in maternal rats (Fleming et al., 1980; LeDoux, 1996).  Thus, research has identified 
several brain areas associated with the transition from pup-avoidance to pup-directed 
behaviors characteristic of the maternal female.  The mPOA, BNST, VTA and NAc/s are 
associated with the attraction side of the equation, whereas the amygdala controls pup 
avoidance, prior to parturition in rats.  These data support the approach-avoidance model first 
proposed by Rosenblatt and colleagues (Numan, 2007; Numan and Insel, 2003; Rosenblatt 
and Mayer, 1995).   
Corroborating evidence for this theoretical framework is also found in paternal behavior 
in which decreased activation of amygdala cells (via fos-immunoreactive cells) was 
correlated with increased motivation to approach offspring in the monogamous biparental 
California deer mouse, compared to the closely related uniparental common deer mouse 
(Lambert et al., 2011); additionally, fos-immunoreactivity, as well as oxytocin-
immunoreactive fibers, were observed in the PVN in paternal mice (Lambert et al., 2011; 
Lambert et al., 2013).  Focusing on juvenile male rats, the mPOA appears to play a role in 
pup-sensitized parental behavior (Rosenblatt et al., 1996).  Thus, several diverse animal 
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models, including male parenting models, support a central cluster of brain areas underlying 
specific aspects of the maternal motivation continuum (see Figure 2 and 3 for a list of brain 
areas involved in maternal behavior).   
Given the consistency of brain areas involved in maternal motivation in 
animal/mammalian models, neuroimaging studies have been conducted to determine the 
degree to which these functional circuits have been conserved in human mothers.  When 
mothers are exposed to standard baby cries, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 
scans reveal increased activity in the anterior cingulate and medial prefrontal cortex 
(Lorberbaum et al., 1999).  Interestingly, damage to the anterior cingulate disrupts the pattern 
of maternal responsiveness in rodents (Slotnick, 1967).  The cingulate was also proposed as 
part of a thalamocingulate theory of maternal behavior (MacLean, 1990).  In a subsequent 
study focusing on breast-feeding human mothers, the same research design indicated that 
brain areas involved in rodent maternal behavior were also activated in humans, including the 
VTA, hypothalamus, and striatum (Lorberbaum et al., 2002). 
Exposing mothers to visual, as opposed to auditory, stimuli (i.e., pictures of their 
children) yielded increased activity in the insula, anterior cingulate, striatum and 
periaqueductal gray. With decreased activity reported in areas of the brain involved in 
negative emotions (viz., the amygdala), these data also support a transition from an avoidance 
to attraction phase, or a push-pull mechanism (Bartels and Zeki, 2004).  Another study 
focusing on the visual cues of infant faces with varying emotional expressions indicated that, 
when mothers observed their own infants’ face, the ventral striatum, thalamus and NA (viz., 
reward areas), and brain areas associated with oxytocin projections (e.g, BNST; (Strathearn, 
2002; Swain, 2008) displayed increased activation.  New mothers (two-four weeks following 
delivery) listening to their own baby crying had more activity in the insula, cingulate, 
midbrain and striatum compared to a control condition of standard baby cries (Swain et al., 
2003). 
Thus, investigations of multiple species using multiple methodological approaches have 
identified a maternal circuit in the maternal brain that appears to have been conserved across 
mammals (Swain, 2011).  These disparate brain areas converge to produce the streamlined 
maternal responses directed toward the offspring, sometimes referred to as “on the nest” 
responses (Lambert, 2012).  Yet, the peripartum period is also a time when women 
experience modifications to other behaviors, such as cognition and emotion, which are also 
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associated with plasticity in the maternal brain. For example, up to 75% of women report 
peripartum changes in cognition (Crawley et al., 2003) and up to 20% of pregnant women 
suffer from a mental illness (Bennett et al., 2004). Both cognition and mental health rely, in 
part, on the hippocampus. Therefore, it is not surprising that changes in hippocampal 
plasticity are evident with the transition to motherhood.   
Beyond the diverse brain areas implicated in maternal behavior, this review focuses on 
plasticity in the maternal brain as it relates to changes in cognition and emotion throughout 
pregnancy, the postpartum period and aging.  The primary emphasis will be on plasticity in 
the hippocampus, as this brain area is arguably one of the most plastic regions in the adult 
brain.  The hippocampus is one of two areas of the brain that exhibit a high degree of 
neurogenesis throughout the lifespan, the other being the subventricular zone, and it is 
likewise very sensitive to steroid hormones which can alter hippocampal neurogenesis and 
result in dendritic and synaptic remodeling.  The hippocampus is divided into three main 
areas, the cornu ammonis (CA) 1, CA3 and dentate gyrus (Amaral and Witter, 1995).  The 
subgranular zone of the dentate gyrus is where a high rate of neurogenesis takes place across 
the lifespan.  Furthermore, neurogenesis is comprised of 4 stages:  cell proliferation, 
migration, differentiation and cell survival (Galea et al., 2013).  All of these can be affected 
by a variety of different endogenous and exogenous factors. Apart from these modifications, 
plasticity in the maternal brain involves changes on many levels from gene expression, 
receptor densities, neuron production and morphology, and area volumes [for further review 
see (Galea et al., 2014; Hillerer et al., 2014a; Leuner et al., 2010; Levy et al., 2011)].  Thus, 
the maternal brain is a dynamic system greatly influenced by reproduction.    
 
III. Neurobiological Flexibility and the Maternal Brain 
The neurobiological changes that accompany the onset of motherhood provide evidence of 
the flexibility of the mammalian brain to meet the demands of the offspring in real time.  This 
neurobiological flexibility differs from the more general term neuroplasticity in the sense that 
the observed maternal-changes are thought to be adaptive modifications to assure the well-
being of offspring as opposed to less specific functional modifications related to factors such 
as aging, enrichment or disease.  As indicated in this section, preliminary research suggests 
that these maternal-induced changes may be either transient or long-lasting. Research 
investigating the specific functional trajectories for new and existing neural cells will 
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certainly inform questions about neuroplasticity and maternal behavior (Levy et al., 2011; 
Vivar and van Praag, 2013).  Thus, more research is necessary before more definitive 
statements can be made about the enduring nature of maternal-induced neurobiological 
modifications. 
a. Reproduction-induced cognitive changes 
It has been estimated that up to 75% of women report short-term memory loss, 
forgetfulness, disorientation, lack of concentration, or reading difficulties during the 
peripartum period which improve within one year of birth (Buckwalter et al., 2001).  
Anecdotal reports of this “baby brain”, “porridge brain”, or “maternal amnesia” are 
substantiated, in part, with research findings of decreased verbal recall and prospective 
memory in women during late pregnancy and the early postpartum period, particularly when 
everyday life memory tests are used outside the laboratory (for further discussion see 
(Christensen et al., 2010; Crawley et al., 2003; Cuttler et al., 2011; de Groot et al., 2006; 
Parsons et al., 2004; Poser et al., 1986). Rodent research has also shown that hippocampal-
dependent spatial memory is impaired in the rat dam during late gestation and early 
postpartum period (Darnaudery et al., 2007; Galea et al., 2000). 
The described memory deficits during late pregnancy and the early postpartum period 
may be due to an interplay between hormones and neuroplasticity that prepare the mother for 
the arrival and care of her young; thus a ‘trade-off’ may occur with other cognitive abilities, 
such as learning to care for her young, being enhanced during this time. The decrease in 
spatial memory during the peripartum in rodents extends this idea and is likely due to the fact 
that there is an advantage for the late pregnant female and very new mother to stay close to 
the nest site.  
Although there has been no research on memory function in young human mothers two 
years after giving birth, in rodents memory is consistently enhanced during the late 
postpartum period and after weaning (Gatewood et al., 2005; Kinsley et al., 1999; Love et al., 
2005; Pawluski and Galea, 2008; Pawluski et al., 2006), suggesting an enduring effect of 
reproduction on cognition. This enhancement in cognition during the postpartum period and 
after weaning is perhaps not surprising as the new mother needs to perform a host of tasks 
apart from offspring-directed care to ensure that offspring survive. For example, the maternal 
rat, as the sole caretaker for often a dozen offspring, needs to be an efficient forager in order 
to maximize her harvesting yield without expending unnecessary energy required for 
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lactation; additionally, maternal rats need to minimize the time spent off the nest in order to 
protect vulnerable offspring (especially if they are not in a communal nesting context).   
Based on performance in spatial learning tasks, foraging ability was initially observed to 
be enhanced in postpartum rats still lactating or with recent maternal experience.  
Furthermore, offspring-sensitized females also exhibited increased foraging efficiency over 
nulliparous females (Kinsley et al., 1999).  When offspring were removed from female rats 
immediately following parturition, they didn’t exhibit enhanced foraging responses, 
indicating the importance of pup stimuli in the facilitation of altered ancillary responses 
(Lambert et al., 2005).  Transitioning from foraging to hunting, a task that involves a moving 
target, maternal females have also exhibited superior performance. Specifically, when 
females with previous reproductive experience were exposed to live crickets, lactating 
females had shorter latencies to capture the crickets than non-lactating females, even when 
they were food deprived for longer durations (Kinsley et al., 2014).  Finally, even when the 
hippocampus is compromised via the delivery of kainic acid (causing subsequent 
hippocampal  damage), rats with maternal experience exhibited no evidence of spatial and 
cognitive deficits, suggesting that recovery from neural damage is more efficient in the 
maternal hippocampus (Franssen et al., 2012).   
Extending our theorizing to another interesting animal model, foraging ability was 
recently evaluated in captive monogamous, biparental owl monkeys.  When these monkeys 
had parental experience, both males and females exhibited more efficient foraging patterns 
when presented with a foraging tree outfitted with small rubber coin purses containing either 
high or low value (caloric) food rewards.  That is, they were better at recalling which purse 
held the higher-value food.  Too, reproductively experienced owl monkeys had higher 
DHEA/cortisol ratios (based on urinary metabolites), consistent with enhanced emotional 
resilience (Bardi et al., 2014; Morgan et al., 2009; Wemm et al., 2010).  
Modifications to stress responsiveness, changes in hormone profiles and foraging activity 
are intricately linked to plasticity in the hippocampus as this area of the brain plays an 
important role in stress regulation, is highly sensitive to steroid hormones, and mediates 
spatial memory performance (Galea et al., 2013). Changes in stress responsivity and levels of 
anxiety may alter levels of neuroplasticity to coincide with reproduction-induced 
neurobiological flexibility.   
b. Reproduction-induced neuroplasticity: A mechanism for cognitive changes 
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As mentioned above, the peripartum period represents one of the most plastic 
developmental phases in a mammal’s life, on a par with other hormonal-developmental 
epochs.  Consequently, this dynamic developmental phase presents a valuable context to gain 
a more thorough understanding of the mechanisms and functions of neuroplasticity (Hillerer 
et al., 2014a). During each phase of the reproductive life; pregnancy, postpartum and post-
lactation evidence shows a significant effect on plasticity in the maternal brain and these 
changes in plasticity in the hippocampus, as well as other regions of the maternal brain, likely 
play a prominent role in cognitive flexibility in the mother. Below is a summary of recent 
work on hippocampal plasticity during pregnancy, the postpartum and beyond.   
i. Pregnancy and the hippocampus 
Although there is little research on plasticity in the maternal brain during pregnancy itself, 
this is a significant period during reproduction that can alter the peripartum transition to 
motherhood.  In addition, there are often significant differences between antepartum and 
postpartum behaviors.  In women, total brain size decreases during pregnancy and returns to 
preconception levels by six months postpartum (Oatridge et al., 2002).  Interestingly ventricle 
size shows a concomitant increase during pregnancy, with a decrease during the postpartum 
period, demonstrating an overall decrease in brain volume in pregnant women (Oatridge et 
al., 2002).  Recent work in rodents has reported a reduction of brain size during early 
lactation (Hillerer et al., 2014b) and a reduction in hippocampal volume in pregnant rats 
(Galea et al., 2000).   
Some of the first work on hippocampal neurogenesis during pregnancy was carried out in 
the meadow vole (Table 1).  This work showed that pregnant wild meadow voles captured 
during the breeding season have decreased levels of hippocampal cell proliferation compared 
to non-pregnant female meadow voles captured during the non-breeding season (Galea and 
McEwen, 1999). Given the significant changes in hormone levels between breeding and non-
breeding seasons in female meadow voles (as well as during pregnancy in many species), 
these authors investigated circulating estradiol and corticosterone levels in these wild-caught 
meadow voles and found a significant negative correlation between circulating levels of 
estradiol and corticosterone and hippocampal cell proliferation. Thus, this work showed that 
decreases in hippocampal cell proliferation are associated with increases in circulating levels 
of corticosterone and estradiol in pregnant meadow voles (Galea and McEwen, 1999).  Work 
in the pregnant rat has shown that expression of the polysialylated form of the neural cell 
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adhesion molecule (PSA-NCAM), which plays a well-documented role in migration (Gascon 
et al., 2007; Seki and Arai, 1993), is increased during late gestation in pregnant female rats 
compared to virgin female rats (Banasr et al., 2001). These authors also reported no 
significant difference in cell proliferation in late pregnant females compared to cycling 
females, and subsequent research has found little evidence that pregnancy is associated with 
changes in cell proliferation in the hippocampus of the mother during early gestation (GD1 
and GD7) (Pawluski et al., 2010; Shingo et al., 2003) or cell proliferation and new cell 
survival during late gestation (GD21) (Furuta and Bridges, 2005; Pawluski et al., 2010; 
Pawluski et al., 2011; Shingo et al., 2003).  Others have reported a reduction in cell survival 
during the second week of gestation in mice, with a return to prepregnancy levels during the 
postpartum period (Rolls et al., 2008).  
The initial study investigating hippocampal neurogenesis during pregnancy in wild-
caught meadow voles showed a significant association between estradiol and corticosterone 
levels and levels of hippocampal cell proliferation (Galea and McEwen, 1999). However, 
subsequent work in rats has not reported an association between hippocampal cell 
proliferation or neurogenesis and circulating levels of estradiol or corticosterone (Pawluski et 
al., 2010; Pawluski et al., 2011). Much more work is needed before we can fully determine 
the role of increased circulating levels of steroid hormones during gestation and hippocampal 
neurogenesis in the maternal brain.    
It is perhaps surprising that the hormones of pregnancy have little effect on hippocampal 
neurogenesis in the female given the significant effects of estradiol on plasticity in the female 
hippocampus (Galea et al., 2013; McEwen, 2002; Pawluski et al., 2009); recent research has 
demonstrated, however, that steroid hormones play a role in dendritic remodeling in the 
maternal hippocampus. Spine density in the apical CA1 region of the hippocampus is 
increased during late pregnancy compared to virgin females (Kinsley et al., 2006) and these 
effects appear to be due to increased estradiol and progesterone levels at this time (Kinsley et 
al., 2006). Others have also shown that at birth, parturient females have decreased spine 
density in the apical region of CA1 pyramidal cells (Frankfurt et al., 2011). These data further 
support the role of estradiol on CA1 synaptic plasticity with high levels of estradiol during 
late gestation being associated with increased spine density, and low levels of estradiol after 
birth being associated with decreased spine density.  Late pregnancy is also associated with a 
significant reduction in the complexity of CA3, but not CA1, pyramidal neurons, compared to 
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age-matched virgin females (Pawluski et al., 2012b).  For a summary of all effects see Table 
1.   
It should also be noted that the subventricular zone, a highly neurogenic zone during 
adulthood with proliferating cells migrating to the olfactory bulb, exhibits a significant up-
regulation of neurogenesis in the rodent maternal brain (Larsen and Grattan, 2012; Larsen et 
al., 2008; Shingo et al., 2003).  Given the significance of olfaction in maternal care of 
offspring, an increase in neurogenesis in the SVZ is perhaps not surprising and it has been 
suggested that increases in subventricular zone neurogenesis during pregnancy plays an 
important role in maternal postpartum motivation and care of young (Larsen and Grattan, 
2012).   
  ii. Postpartum and the hippocampus 
In addition to the studies conducted during pregnancy, a multitude of studies have 
assessed levels of neurogenesis and other neuroplasticity variables in the peripartum and 
lactation phases of the maternal experience in many brain regions (prefrontal cortex, mPOA, 
amygdala, olfactory bulb), however much of this more recent work has centred on the 
plasticity in the hippocampus. Tomizawa et al. (2003) were the first to show that 
electrophysiology in the hippocampus is altered with motherhood. Specifically, it was 
reported that multiparous mice exhibit increased long-lasting long term potentiation (LTP) 
along the Schaffer collaterals during the early postpartum period (day 3) compared to 
nulliparous mice (Tomizawa et al., 2003). It has also been consistently demonstrated in the 
rat and sheep that cell proliferation in the hippocampus of the mother during the early 
postpartum period is decreased compared to age-matched virgin females (Brus et al., 2010; 
Darnaudery et al., 2007; Hillerer et al., 2014b; Leuner et al., 2007; Pawluski and Galea, 
2007)(Table 2) and there is a decrease in immature neurons at weaning (Workman et al., in 
press). This decrease appears to be related in part to reproductive experience, circulating 
adrenal steroids, and is associated with learning and memory in the mother (Darnaudery et 
al., 2007; Leuner et al., 2007; Pawluski and Galea, 2007). For example, Darnaudery et al. 
(2007) described a decrease in cell proliferation in lactating female rats on postpartum day 1 
(PD1) with no difference between lactating and virgin females in BrdU-labeled cells during 
mid lactation (2 weeks later). They also found that during the early postpartum period (PD1-
4) maternal rats had poorer learning and memory coincident with decreased cell proliferation 
in the hippocampus. Reproductive experience and pup exposure also influence cell survival 
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in the hippocampus of the mother during the postpartum period (Pawluski and Galea, 2007). 
Pawluski and Galea (2007) show that primiparous rats had significantly fewer new surviving 
cells during the postpartum period, regardless of pup-exposure and lactation, than either 
nulliparous or multiparous rats. Interestingly, they found that multiparous females had a 
greater proportion of surviving new neurons compared to nulliparous and primiparous 
females across the postpartum period. Recent research in biparental California mice expand 
this finding and show that both mothers and fathers have a decrease in surviving new 
hippocampal neurons during the postpartum period (Glasper et al., 2011), demonstrating a 
significant impact of reproductive experience on both maternal and paternal hippocampal 
plasticity.   
Research also demonstrates the enriching properties of pup-exposure on the 
hippocampus of virgin animals. Previous work has shown that nulliparous females exposed to 
pups have increased levels of neurogenesis in the hippocampus, via both cell proliferation 
and cell survival, compared to lactating dams (primiparous and multiparous) and nulliparous 
females not exposed to pups (Pawluski and Galea, 2007). This effect is also evident in virgin 
prairie voles, a biparental species, where both virgin male and virgin female voles exposed to 
pups, regardless of whether or not they acted parentally towards the pups, had increased 
hippocampal cell proliferation (Ruscio et al., 2008). Interestingly, the voles that were non-
parental had significantly increased levels of cell proliferation compared to the voles that 
were parental (Ruscio et al., 2008).  
Although investigated to a lesser extent, spine remodeling is also evident in the 
maternal hippocampus during lactation. Kinsley et al (2006) report that rat dams have 
increased spine density in the CA1 apical region of the hippocampus during early lactation 
(Kinsley et al., 2006) and others have shown that this effect persists into the late postpartum 
period (Leuner and Gould, 2010) but not after weaning (Pawluski and Galea, 2006).  
The effects of motherhood on the maternal hippocampus persist after the cessation of 
lactation. Increased hippocampal LTP with motherhood exists two weeks after weaning and 
well into aging (Lemaire et al., 2006). In addition, primiparous rats, at weaning, exhibit 
decreased dendritic complexity in both the CA1 and CA3 pyramidal neurons compared to 
nulliparous as well as multiparous rats (Pawluski and Galea, 2006). In this same study, 
multiparous rats had enhanced spine density in the CA1 region of the hippocampus, and spine 
density correlated with number of male pups in a litter (Pawluski and Galea, 2006). However, 
changes in the morphology of CA1 pyramidal neurons with parity are not evident in aged 
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rats, suggesting that these changes are reversible (Love et al., 2005). See Table 2 for 
summary. 
Motherhood has also been shown to have lasting effects on the response of 
hippocampal progenitor cells to estrogens, with different estrogens significantly upregulating 
cell proliferation in the hippocampus in middle-aged multiparous females but not of middle-
aged virgins (Barha and Galea, 2011). Furthermore, Gatewood et al (2005) have shown that 
reproductively experienced females show a reduction in amyloid precursor protein (APP), a 
marker of neurodegeneration, with parous rats generally having fewer hippocampal deposits 
of the deleterious substance (Gatewood et al., 2005). Overall, this suggests modulation of the 
maternal hippocampus at the cellular level and demonstrates the lasting effect of previous 
reproductive experience on the aging brain 
 
c. Reproduction-induced remodeling of the aged brain 
Aging, especially the aging brain, is multiply determined. There are, however, 
interesting interactions between reproduction and the aging brain [see (Kinsley et al., 
2012a)].  There are links between the enriching events of reproductive experience and 
cognition, with reproductive experience having long-lasting and widespread effects on the 
maternal brain and behavior (Kinsley and Lambert, 2006).  To some regard, the enduring 
effects of maternal experience may be referred to as neuroprotective, and, therefore, positive.   
i. Enduring effects of maternal experience 
Gatewood et al. (2005) were perhaps the first to examine the long-lasting effects of 
reproductive experience on memory, out to the latter stages of the female rat’s life 
(paralleling a human in her mid-80s). They compared the spatial learning and memory of 
age-matched nulliparous, primiparous, and multiparous two years post-reproduction testing at 
six, twelve, eighteen, and twenty-four months of age on a task, involving the memory of the 
location of a baited food well in the dry land maze [DLM; a waterless mimic of the Morris 
water maze; (Kesner and Dakis, 1995)]. The data show a significant preservation of spatial 
memory in reproductively experienced females. A complementary experiment extended these 
original data.  Beginning at 12, and continuing until 24 months of age, the animals underwent 
additional testing (utilizing a so-called “reversal task”), which required that they “forget’’ the 
original contingency, and learn a new one (a novel location for the food reward such as 
switching the baited food well from NW to SE), thereby measuring the flexibility of their 
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learning.  At each age, and for both the primary and reversal tasks, the multiparous females 
performed significantly better (remembering the baited location significantly faster) than both 
the nulliparous and primiparous females. On the other hand, the primiparous females learned 
the mazes significantly faster than the nulliparous females at 12, 18, and 24 months (in the 
primary task) and at 12 and 24 months (in the reversal task). It is important to acknowledge 
that this is long after maternal-infant interactions. The earlier reproductive experience appears 
to linger, regulating the animals’ behavior late in life, and strongly suggesting that 
reproductive experience may contribute to late-in-life hippocampal integrity and function.   
Extending the work of Gatewood et al (2005), Love et al. (2006) demonstrated a 
significant effect on a competition task designed to assess the extent to which reproductive 
experience might regulate post-reproduction competition. Age- and weight-matched 
nulliparous, primiparous and multiparous female rats were trained to locate the placement of 
a food reward in a large (5ft diameter) dry land maze.  Once the animals reached criterion, 
they were tested in triads and observed for which animal out of the trio obtained the food 
reward before the others.  Out of 100%, the relative proportions of food acquisition clearly 
show that parous animals, particularly multiparous females (at 60% of the time), were 
significantly better, faster, at obtaining the food under competitive conditions, with 
primiparous females next (at 33%), followed by nulliparous females (at 7%).   
Others have also shown an enduring effect of multiparity on recognition memory in 
rats (Macbeth et al., 2008).  These data are intriguing. They suggest that parous animals have 
a competitive advantage relative to virgins, and that the effects may be cumulative, increasing 
with additional reproductive experience.  
Another prediction that arises from the latter data is the extent to which the relative 
attractiveness of the female may change with reproductive experience. Imagine Nature or 
natural selection as a bettor faced with multiple choices on which to place a bet.  On the one 
hand, the personified gambler has a fertile, hypothetically fecund, virgin female with all the 
potential for reproduction.  On the other is a female that has realized that potential.  It is the 
difference between what could happen, and what has happened, probability versus reality. 
Therefore, on which female would the bettor likely place his/her bet? The promise of 
reproduction, or the achievement of it? That is, if given the choice, would males prefer 
females with demonstrated reproductive experience?  To test this idea, Chan and Kinsley 
(unpublished observations) exposed male rats to soiled bedding obtained from age-matched 
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nulliparous, primiparous and multiparous females. The data suggest that the males were more 
attracted to the odors of parous females.  In other words, the males may find the odors of 
parous females more interesting and compelling, than the odors from nulliparous females.  
There are two interesting conclusions here:  one, some feature of the soiled bedding, likely 
pheromonal, contains one or more voluble compounds that possess signaling properties that 
the male finds attractive.  Second, that the male is attracted to the mother’s odors indicates an 
interesting evolutionarily-forged relationship that highlights an enhanced female value 
associated with reproduction. It is axiomatic that males prefer younger females because of the 
increased likelihood of prolonged fertility (Buss, 2003; Gangestad et al., 1994; Rhodes, 
2006). Perhaps complementing such attractions are more basic considerations governed by a 
demonstrated ability to reproduce. Again, it is the difference between promise and 
realization.  And it suggests effects that are supra-reproductive, arising from but independent 
of the actual production of young.  
What about the effect of neuroplasticity in the aging mother?  As discussed above, the 
events of pregnancy and production of young may be considered enriching, with a complex 
set of stimuli bathing the brain that results in persistent, if not permanent, outcomes.  As 
noted, reproductive experience has persistent enhancing effects on spatial learning and 
memory. Not surprisingly the likely neural regulators—or, at least, correlates—of the 
memory improvements in parous females have been investigated in the aged parous rats (24-
months of age)(Gatewood et al., 2005; Love et al., 2005; Macbeth et al., 2008). The parous 
rats generally had fewer hippocampal deposits of the deleterious substance, amyloid 
precursor protein (APP), compared to nulliparous females, and the parous animals’ APP 
levels were negatively correlated with performance in both the main and reversal tasks (i.e., 
more APP = poorer maze performance)(Gatewood et al., 2005). In line with this, aged 
multiparous rats also exhibit increased levels of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (Macbeth 
et al., 2008) and reproductive experience has lasting effects on hippocampal cell proliferation 
in response to estrogens (Barha and Galea, 2011). These effects are surprising, given that the 
only manipulation these females received was reproductive experience – an amalgam of 
natural experiences. The events surrounding reproductive experience, therefore, (e.g., mating 
stimuli, elevations in pregnancy hormones such as estrogen, progesterone, oxytocin, etc., 
lactational prolactin, etc., cues and/or stimulation from the young, etc.), may accrue, 
producing a female brain that is both flexible and, perhaps, healthier later in life (Perls et al., 
1997).   
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The possibility that offspring act as an enriched environment with enduring effects on 
the maternal brain (see (Kinsley et al., 1999); (Vallee et al., 2001) [which discusses 
pregnancy-related steroids and, thus, subsequent pup cues]) is suggestive. However, 
enriching environments have positive effects on Alzheimer’s disease pathology (Bennett et 
al., 2003).  It is possible, therefore, that earlier-in-life experiences (including reproductive) 
may prevent some negative subset of aging symptomology. Thus, following on the above 
observation of reduced hippocampal deposits of APP, Kinsley and colleagues have begun to 
test these hypotheses.  This work examined transgenic mice that over-express the APP 
protein (Jackson Lab’s B6.Cg-Tg[PDGFB-APP]5Lms/J; Kinsley & Brown, unpublished 
observations).  Half of these mice were mated and allowed thereafter to remain with their 
offspring through weaning.  Ten days following weaning, the animals underwent behavioral 
training, on a spatial memory task. Though preliminary, the data point to a small cause and a 
big effect:  the primiparous transgenic females significantly out-performed the nulliparous 
transgenic females in a probe task, which involved the cumulative time spent near the 
previously baited food well.  The behavioral improvements occurred at a time (~170d) when 
the age-progression of the APP effects otherwise begin to exert themselves, negatively, in 
this animal model of age-related neurodegeneration.  In other words, reproductive experience 
reduced the accumulation of APP, or shielded, in part, the females from some of the 
deleterious effects of the APP accumulation.   
Using another mouse model for Alzheimer’s Disease, however, the APP23 mouse, 
research has shown the opposite – that reproductive experience may decrease cognitive 
performance and increase plaques in the hippocampus of the aged female mouse (Cui et al., 
2014).  Clearly more work is needed in this area to resolve these ambiguities.  
Interestingly the enduring effects of reproductive experience on memory and 
cognition do not appear to extend to humans. In women, parity is associated with an earlier 
age of onset for dementia and an increased risk to develop Alzheimer’s Disease (Colucci et 
al., 2006; Ptok et al., 2002; Sobow and Kloszewska, 2004). The interaction between 
reproductive experience and genotype appear to contribute to the enduring effects of 
reproduction in humans.  
ii. Evolutionary implications of the enduring effects of reproductive experience 
Again, this phenomenon raises an interesting question, and one with evolutionary 
implications:  why?  That is, why should the residue of reproductive experience linger after 
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the offspring have been weaned? The maternal rodent appears to retain the enhanced learning 
and memory abilities that they developed around the experiences of reproduction when, it can 
be argued, the benefits are most needed – taking care of young, providing food and water, 
protecting nest and its contents, etc.  Based on assessments of various cognitive abilities,  
parous female rats function more efficiently well out to the latter stages of their lives at a 
time, however, when their offspring are no longer present or requiring the intensive care 
required earlier in their lives.  It is curious, then, what this “value added” set of qualities 
means.  In other words, why should these effects persist in the female rat after she has already 
reproduced?  Is it possible that previous reproductive experience translates into modifications 
related to enhanced adaptation?   
 Although persistent cognitive benefits are not evident in the human mother, there is 
no doubt that reproductive experience can leave a ‘mark’ on the maternal brain. Where might 
the long-term effects of reproductive experience be transpiring? As discussed above, 
significant effects of reproductive experience and associated hormones on neuronal structure 
have been reported in areas of the maternal circuit as well as the hippocampus.  For example, 
Keyser et al (2001) demonstrated yet another interesting feature of the female brain:  the 
ability of neurons in the mPOA, which is heavily involved in the display of maternal 
behavior, to modify their shapes under hormonal stimulation (Keyser-Marcus et al., 2001). 
Such anatomical alteration is likely in preparation for the demands of parental care during the 
so-called postpartum initiation phase (first few days postpartum), and is then maintained by 
pup cues during the maintenance phase.  Perhaps, in light of the work demonstrating the 
exquisite regulation of neuronal structure via neuronal stimulation (in hippocampus, 
however:  [(Engert and Bonhoeffer, 1999)]), neurons may translate sensory stimulation (viz., 
pup cues) into anatomical change.  These effects may involve oxytocin regulation of MAP 
kinases, as suggested by Tomizawa et al. (2003), translating activity into neuronal plasticity 
and enhancing spatial cognition.  Either way, the data suggest that the hormones of 
pregnancy, and/or offspring stimulation, are capable of altering the shape and complexity of 
mPOA neurons, neurons in the hippocampus as well as in other areas of the maternal brain 
(Kinsley and Lambert, 2006; Kinsley et al., 2006).  It is clear that the maternal brain is 
remarkably flexible, and that this plasticity contributes to a collection of behaviors that ensure 
the care and protection of the female’s investment.  The sum total of this activity is maternal 
investment in offspring and, therefore, a greater probability of successful reproduction.  In 
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return, perhaps the female gains a bit of compensation through age-related enhancements 
brought about by those same reproductive events.   
 
d. The maternal brain as an optimal neuroplasticity model  
Although neurogenesis is a conserved evolutionary process in animals, hippocampal 
neurogenesis may be a more recent evolutionary trait that emerged as the dentate gyrus 
evolved.  More specifically, having a dentate gyrus that could temporally adapt and 
incorporate new neurons into existing circuitry may have been an important mechanism for 
optimizing cognitive flexibility and its applications (Kempermann, 2012).  As described by 
Paul MacLean (1990), maternal behavior is a defining characteristic of mammals; thus, the 
possession of a brain area that translates experience into neuroanatomical modifications may 
have facilitated the efficient and timely emergence of a host of sensitive maternal responses.  
For example, each day a maternal mammal’s offspring produce slightly modified sensory 
stimuli (e.g., altered vocalizations, activity, suckling intensity) and it is critical for the 
maternal brain to be sensitized to and monitor these fast-paced developmental changes; time 
stands still for neither mother nor young.  Although the dentate gyrus evolved prior to 
mammals (as seen in birds, reptiles and fish), the mammalian form of the dentate gyrus is 
unique, with hippocampus growth increasing with the evolutionary introduction of the corpus 
callosum (Humphrey, 1967; Kappers, 1936). Hence, it is possible that the hallmark of 
mammalian evolution, maternal behavior, required a unique neural network to ensure its 
smooth functioning.   
As mammals navigate novel environments, looking for ways to efficiently exploit  
resources, it is important to maintain past memories that may be relevant for the new habitats, 
as well as to incorporate new memories as new contexts are encountered (e.g., the presence of 
helpless offspring).  This ability to utilize both past memories while new memories are being 
forged is likely possible due to the plastic functions of the dentate gyrus. The cognitive 
flexibility required to respond to new and dynamic situations could be facilitated by pattern 
separation, a function enabling the animal to distinguish between two stimuli by marking, or 
time-stamping, the new information that has been associated with the dentate gyrus (Aimone 
et al., 2010; Kempermann, 2012). Thus, Kempermann proposed the innovative theory that 
adult neurogenesis may have been reengineered from a basic fundamental evolutionary 
neural mechanism to a refined mechanism of brain plasticity and behavioral flexibility 
(Kempermann, 2012).  Following this line of thinking, hippocampal neuroplasticity may be 
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more closely aligned with the detection of contextual patterns, more so than just spatial 
ability (Garthe and Kempermann, 2013).   
If the emergence of a new and improved dentate gyrus and hippocampus coincided 
with the emergence of mammals, it is interesting to consider how the need for sophisticated 
pattern and contextual differentiation required for the care of offspring may have played a 
role in the restructuring of dentate gyrus and adult neuroplasticity.  Enhanced neuroanatomy 
translates into enhanced capacity and resultant changes in sensitivity.  As the daily maternal-
offspring context changes – the offspring mature and develop new behaviors that impinge in 
ever new ways on the mother’s sensory systems, and to which she must adapt – the time-
dependent changes observed in previous research assessing hippocampal neuroplasticity 
during the postpartum period may become clear.  The interplay, therefore, between the 
brain’s ability to produce new neurons that influence existing neural functions, even in early 
stages of cellular development, and the brain’s ability to adapt in real time to the changing 
context accompanying motherhood, provides even further evidence of the influential role of 
maternal behavior in mammalian evolution.  In other words, the dentate gyrus may facilitate 
the creation of neural algorithms that coincide with maternal behavior-induced behavioral 
flexibility by strengthening existing connections between neurons and efficiently adding new 
neurons to improve behavioral outcomes.   
 
IV. Prolonged and Repeated Stress Remodel the Maternal Brain 
As described in the previous sections, evidence suggests that reproductive experience 
alters the female brain in adaptive ways.  What might be some of the origins of this effect? 
Among these enhancements are marked and significant behavioral modifications, due to 
reported changes in the brains of maternal rats, which include increases in spatial memory, 
aggression, and exploratory behavior, as well as decreased anxiety and attenuated stress 
responsiveness.  Indeed pregnancy and motherhood are well documented periods when there 
is a reduction in response to stressors (Douglas et al., 2003; Lonstein, 2005; Neumann et al., 
1998; Slattery and Neumann, 2008). Because stress responses have high energy costs, it is 
optimal for maternal animals’ needs to minimize such high metabolic costs during lactation. 
In line with this, recent work shows that during late pregnancy, females have increased 
glucocorticoid receptor levels in the hippocampus compared to virgin females, suggesting 
one potential mechanism by which this hyporesponsive period to stress may be mediated 
(Pawluski et al., 2015). Further work reports that when postpartum rats were exposed to an 
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open field task, maternal animals exhibited fewer behavioral stress responses (e.g., freezes) 
and less fos-immunoreactivity in the basolateral amygdala and hippocampus CA3 than 
nonreproductive females (Wartella et al., 2003). Approximately 6 weeks post-weaning and 
continuing well into aging (22 months), females with reproductive experience exhibited 
fewer anxiety responses on an elevated plus maze (Byrnes and Bridges, 2006; Love et al., 
2005). Furthermore, at 22 months of age, multiparous rats spent significantly more time 
exploring a novel stimulus (Love et al., 2005).  This research suggests that, similar to 
observed in cognitive tasks, the anxiety response exhibits long-term effects in reproductively 
experienced rats (Love et al., 2005). Research focused on human mothers has implicated the 
role of oxytocin in diminished stress responses in postpartum females; with enhanced positive 
emotions during this time facilitating the affiliative shift in maternal bonding characterized by 
gazes, vocalizations and affectionate touches directed to infants (Feldman et al., 2007).   
Reproduction is also a time when women become vulnerable to the effects of repeated 
and prolonged stress with 20% of women showing mental illnesses, such as depression, 
during pregnancy and the postpartum period (Bennett et al., 2004). Risk factors for 
developing depression during the perinatal period include a history of depression or anxiety, 
stressful life events, lacking social support, unplanned pregnancy, and being of lower socio-
economic status (Lancaster et al., 2010; Stewart, 2011). Women suffering from severe stress, 
depression, or anxiety during gestation can put their infant at risk for poor physical and 
mental development (Huizink et al., 2003; Oberlander et al., 2009; Talge et al., 2007) 
including impairments in cognitive abilities, such as language development (2 year old), 
impulsivity in cognitive tasks (14 year old and 15 year old), lower school marks (6 year old), 
and increased risk to develop neuropsychiatric disorders such as autism (4 to 12 year old) 
(Beversdorf et al., 2005; Huizink et al., 2004; Huizink et al., 2003; Laplante et al., 2004; 
Niederhofer and Reiter, 2004; Van den Bergh et al., 2005; Van den Bergh et al., 2008). In 
animals models, repeated stress before gestation, during the prenatal period and postpartum 
can significantly affect offspring development on a number of domains from behavioral 
performance, physiology and neural plasticity and these effects are dependent on the age and 
sex of the offspring (Glover et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2010; Maccari and Morley-Fletcher, 
2007; Van den Hove et al., 2005; Weinstock, 2007)   
A growing body of research is also showing how repeated stress exposure while 
pregnant can alter neurobehavioral outcomes in the mother by modifying maternal care 
(Brummelte and Galea, 2010; Hillerer et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2004), and increasing 
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depression- and anxiety-related behaviors during the postpartum period (Darnaudery et al., 
2004; Leuner et al., 2014; O'Mahony et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2004), thus acting as a model 
of postpartum depression.  Interestingly, repeated stress has limited effects on anxiety-like 
behavior and depressive-like behavior in the pregnant female (Baker et al., 2008; Pawluski et 
al., 2015; Pawluski et al., 2011), suggesting differential effects on affective behaviors during 
pregnancy and lactation.   
Stress also affects hippocampal neurogenesis, and alterations in hippocampal 
neurogenesis play a role in both anxiety- and depressive-like behaviors (Eisch et al., 2008; 
Wainwright and Galea, 2013).  In adult virgin female rats, the effects of stress on 
hippocampal neurogenesis appear to be dependent on the duration of the stress and the age of 
the new surviving cells [for review see (Pawluski et al., 2009)].  For example, virgin females 
subject to repeated stress have increased survival of new cells in the dentate gyrus of the 
hippocampus a few days after the stress (Westenbroek et al., 2004), but acute stress has no 
effect on cell proliferation in the hippocampus of the adult female (Falconer and Galea, 2003; 
Shors et al., 2007).   
Much less is known about the effects of repeated stress during gestation on neural 
plasticity in the pregnant and postpartum female (Table 3). Recent work has shown that 
repeated restraint stress, 3 times a day for 45 minutes, during late pregnancy (day 11-17), 
increases the number of proliferating cells in the hippocampus of pregnant females, thus 
reversing the decrease in cell proliferation seen during late pregnancy (Pawluski et al., 2015; 
Pawluski et al., 2011). This same stress protocol also increased hippocampal cell proliferation 
in age-matched virgin females (Pawluski et al., 2011).  There was no effect of stress on new 
cell survival in the hippocampus during late pregnancy, and at matched time points in virgin 
females, as measured by bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) techniques (Pawluski et al., 2011). 
Interestingly, when the same stressor was given earlier during pregnancy, between days 5-11, 
these early stressed pregnant females had significantly more proliferating cells than non-
stressed pregnant females, and significantly more immature neurons in the hippocampus 
compared to stressed virgin females (Pawluski et al., 2015).  Again, no changes in new cell 
survival were evident during pregnancy or in response to stress (Pawluski et al., 2015).  Three 
hours per day of repeated restraint stress for the last week of pregnancy has also been shown 
to decrease brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and its receptor, TrkB, in the 
hippocampus of the pregnant female (Maghsoudi et al., 2014), demonstrating again the 
effects of stress during pregnancy on plasticity in the maternal brain.   
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When looking at the effects of stress during pregnancy on dendritic remodeling, 
restraint stress, for one hour per day, during the last two weeks of pregnancy resulted in 
significantly shorter apical dendrites and fewer apical branch points in CA3 pyramidal cells 
in late pregnant females compared to age-matched virgin females, with no effects on 
dendritic remodeling of CA1 pyramidal cells (Pawluski et al., 2012b).   
Stress can also affect plasticity in the maternal brain during lactation and after 
weaning. Recent work has shown that repeated restraint during lactation reverses the 
reduction in hippocampal neurogenesis in the maternal brain at this time (Hillerer et al., 
2014b) however there appear to be little effects of gestational stress on hippocampal 
neurogenesis at the time of weaning (Pawluski et al., 2012a). Interestingly exogenous 
treatment of high levels of corticosterone during lactation further decrease hippocampal cell 
proliferation and decrease dendritic complexity on CA3 pyramidal cells, while increasing 
CA3 mushroom spines,  in the mother at the time of weaning (Brummelte and Galea, 2010; 
Workman et al., 2013). (For a summary of effects see Table 3.). Gestational stress can also 
have a long term impact on plasticity in the maternal brain and can completely abolish the 
enduring increase in hippocampal LTP in the mother (Lemaire et al., 2006). Recent work is 
also showing enduring effects of gestational stress on dendritic and spine complexity in other 
areas of the maternal circuit (Haim et al., 2014; Leuner et al., 2014).  
In humans, a growing body of research is showing wide spread changes in many brain 
areas in women with affective symptoms, postpartum depression and impaired interaction 
with young [For review see (Moses-Kolko et al., 2014)]. Thus, prolonged and repeated stress, 
maternal mood, and mental illness are associated with remodeling of the maternal brain. 
Although the evolutionary significance of the effects of prolonged stress and maternal mood 
disorders have yet to be determined, it is possible that prolonged and repeated stress may act 
to alter neuroplasticity and behavior in the mother in such a way that facilitates reproductive 
success, offspring survival and offspring resilience to the environment they have been born 
into. Unfortunately, in the case of maternal mood disorders, a child may be able to adapt to 
the home environment – by being an ‘easy’ child who can take care of her/him self - but may 
not function well in other environments such as with peers. For further discussion of the 
effects of stress on maternal care of offspring see Brummelte and Galea this edition.  
V. General Conclusion 
 In closing, it should be apparent that the maternal brain is the very definition of a 
plastic organ. Beginning early in the female’s life, there are significant alterations of neuronal 
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structure and activity as the hormones associated with the reproductive cycle begin their life-
long fluctuations, bringing with them the substrate-altering modifications that produce the 
estrus cycle and sexual behavior. Next, pregnancy, a developmental epoch as significant as 
sexual differentiation and puberty, sets into motion a series of events ranging from long-
lasting neuronal structural change, to neurogenesis, to wholesale remodeling of synapses and 
neural activity, all of which are vulnerable to the effects of stress. Under healthy conditions, 
the female brain transforms into a motivated, maternal mechanism. And this change, which 
marks the female now as a mother, appears to remain a part of the female well out to the 
latter stages of her life, well into senescence.  Perhaps this change ensures that grandmothers 
recognize and will care for young, and aunts for nieces and nephews, but it is a question 
complicated by the relative sophistication of rodent social structures compared to others 
(including humans), and highlights necessary precautions when interpreting such complex 
data. Notwithstanding, it is clear that reproduction equals significant and long-lasting change 
that is both telling and which has deep roots that extend into the mammal’s evolutionary 
history.    
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Figure Legends 
Figure 1.  Contraspecific maternal motivation.  Semi-free ranging capuchin female 
carrying a raccoon kit after abducting it from its natural mother.  Photo by Alex Huhman. 
Figure 2. Key brain areas important for maternal behaviors in the rat. AMYG, 
amygdala; BNST, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; MPOA, medial preoptic area of the 
hypothalamus; NAc, nucleus accumbens; OB, olfactory bulb; PAG, periaqueductal grey; 
mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; PVN, paraventricular nucleus of hypothalamus; VTA, 
ventral tegmental area. Brain schematic adapted from Paxinos and Watson (5
th
 Edition).  
Figure 3.  Conserved maternal neural areas.  In addition to the areas listed in the figure 
that have been conserved in both animal and human models, human fMRI studies have 
identified a functional role for the medial prefrontal cortex, insula, ventral striatum and 
thalamus in the production and maintenance of maternal behavior. Photo by Lara Lambert.  
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Figure 1.  Contraspecific maternal motivation.  Semi-free ranging capuchin female 
carrying a raccoon kit after abducting it from its natural mother.  Photo by Alex Huhman. 
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Highlights 
· The female brain has an inherent plasticity expressed during reproduction  
· There is significant plasticity in the maternal hippocampus  
· Hippocampal plasticity in the mother is related to cognition 
· Repeated stress can alter remodeling of the maternal brain 
